Separation of macromolecules in isotachophoresis systems involving single or multiple counterions.
The isotachophoresis principle provides unique opportunities for rational designs of fractionation procedures involving molecules. Theoretically any two charged molecules that are soluble under the experimental conditions involved can be physically separated if their electrophoretic net mobilities differ only slightly in the electrophoresis medium used. A theoretical and practical outline is presented that enables the reader to set up this fractionation system and on a rational basis develop fractionationprocedures for a given set of charged macromolecules by isotachophoresis with simple and well characterized ampholytes as spacer substances. The planning of preparative experiments in this approach is based on results obtained from rapid analytical screens on a microgram scale. The report includes an appendix containing the theoretical basis for computation of buffer compositions in the isotachophoretic steady state with mono/polyvalent constituents in systems involving one or more counterions and controlled amounts of interfering ions.